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1. INTRODUCTION 
We want to determine conditions on a differential operator P which 
are equivalent to the correctness of the noncharacteristic Cauchy problem 
Pu = C a& x) D% =f(t, x), a,,..., = 1, 
laldm 
Dt%, s 4 = g&), O<j<m-1. 
(1) 
Interpreting this question in the sense of Hadamard, we ask: Is there 
a smooth solution u for every choice of t, , and for all data f and gj of 
class Corn ? 
Much of the answer is known already, and depends on the m roots 
hi(t, x, 4) of the characteristic equation 
The Cauchy problem cannot be correct unless for all real (, these 
characteristic roots A, are real. On the other hand, if the roots are not 
only real but also distinct for 5 # O-the strictly hyperbolic case-then 
the problem is correct. 
We are left with weakly hyperbolic problems, in which there are 
multiple real characteristics. In this case correctness cannot be decided 
* The first author was supported by an NSF Graduate Fellowship; the work of the 
second author was performed under NSF Contract GP-22928. 
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from a knowledge only of the principal part P,,, ; it depends also on 
the lower-order coefficients a, , 1 01 I < m. In fact, our problem is perhaps 
the prototype of a series of questions which have been resolved for 
operators of principal type, when the real roots of (2) are simple, but 
which remain unanswered when the principal part degenerates. We hope 
that the ideas developed here will be useful in other problems of this 
sort, and we have begun their application to the Hormander-Nirenberg- 
T&es theory of local solvability. 
Our method leads to necessary conditions for correctness, in the 
following way. We construct a family of formal solutions to (1) of the 
form 
UE = 
c 
f  v”(t, x, w) p-k]” 
1 i 
exp ii lj(t, x, w) p”j , 
0 0 1 
where I = u0 > u1 > ... > us > 0. We express 5 as pw, where 
p = / 4 / > 0 and w is the unit vector (,/I f I. For data we prescribe only 
that f = 0 and 
@, ) x) = ei5.x = eiP(wl”l+.+J”~n)~ 
(4) 
Thus we are studying “plane waves” in each direction w, as in the Radon 
transform, but modified to reflect the presence of variable coefficients. 
Our first problem is to determine the exponents oj (p is their least 
common denominator) and the coefficients lj and vk in such a way that 
Pu, , as a formal expansion in descending powers of p, vanishes identi- 
cally. Mathematically, this construction is the essential part of our paper, 
and it can be carried out locally whenever the multiplicities qf the charac- 
teristic roots hi are independent oft, x, and 5. To derive necessary condi- 
tions for correctness from this construction, we truncate the infinite 
series in uE and test whether the resulting functions satisfy an a priori 
inequality ((63) below) which is known to be necessary. The result is 
striking, and easy to describe: the Cauchy problem is correct only if no 
fractional exponents appear in (3), that is, only if s = 0 and p = 1. 
This conclusion makes it possible to give explicit necessary condi- 
tions on the coefficients a, for correctness. (We assume a, E Cm(Rn+l).) 
Fortunately, the same conditions have already been established as 
s@icient for correctness, again under the hypothesis that the hi are 
of constant multiplicity. For equations in two independent variables, 
these sufficient conditions were found sixty years ago by E. E. Levi [I] 
and rediscovered, along with new results, by A. Lax [2]. Their 
extension to several space variables was begun by Yamaguti [3], 
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who introduced an appropriate class of pseudo-differential operators, 
and completed in an elegant paper of Mizohata and Ohya [4]. The discus- 
sion in [4] is restricted to simple and double roots & , but the generaliza- 
tion of their condition, and of their proof of its sufficiency, appears to 
present no difficulty. Perhaps this extension will be discussed in the 
promised sequel to [4]. Their technique consists in choosing the right 
dependent variables for the reduction of (1) to a first-order system. 
Properly done, this yields an equivalent system which is symmetrizable 
and therefore correct; upon returning to the original unknown U, the 
number of La-derivatives lost between data and solution is less than the 
largest multiplicity of the hi . 
We want to announce an alternative statement of the necessary and 
sufficient condition for correctness: 
Condition (H): If ~(t, X) is characteristic with respect to a root hi of 
multiplicity N, i.e., if y’l = &(t, X, grad, v), and iff(t, x) is smooth, then 
P(feiDw) = O(P+~), as p+cO. (5) 
The Levi-Lax form of this condition, which applies when 12 = 1, and 
is easily seen to be equivalent to (H), is given by (62) below. In Section 5, 
we describe the Mizohata-Ohya criterion and establish its equivalence 
to (H). 
The asymptotic expression (3) is by no means entirely new. In the case 
of integer exponents, it is a variant of the so-called WKB approximation, 
and was introduced into the correctness problem by P. Lax [5].l Lax 
considered only simple characteristics, and had two motives: to prove 
incorrectness when the Xi are not real, and to establish the propagation 
of discontinuities along bicharacteristics-the generalized Huyghens 
principle-when they are, that is, for strictly hyperbolic problems. Our 
technique allows the extension of both results to multiple roots. If some 
Xi is not real, then neither is the leading coefficient E” in (3), and the 
a pviori correctness inequality (63) is violated by the truncated Us . Thus 
the problem is incorrect, as stated in the second paragraph above. 
(An earlier and different proof of this incorrectness, also with multiple 
nonreal characteristics, was given for systems by Mizohata [6].) 
1 The reader may think it strange that an idea due essentially to P. Lax should only 
now complete the solution of A. Lax’s thesis problem. We were happy to have the assur- 
ance of A. Lax that she and P. Lax do constantly talk to one another-it is just that neither 
one listens. 
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In the case of a correct Cauchy problem, when only integer exponents 
appear (even though the characteristics may be multiple), Lax’s argument 
employing the truncated uE would lead once again to the generalized 
Huyghens principle. In this connection, the first author has shown [i I] 
that the Cauchy problem for an operator satisfying condition (H) always 
admits a generalized progressing wave solution in the sense of Ludwig 
[13]. Other results of this nature have been established, in the more 
general setting of curved initial hypersurfaces, by Vaillant [14, 151 and 
de Paris [ 161. Our discussion here and in [ 1 1] appears to be more complete 
at least in one respect: The fact that equations which violate condition 
(H) have asymptotic solutions involving fractional powers of the 
“frequency” implies that progressing wave solutions will exist only for 
the class of operators identified by condition (H). 
In the case of constant coefficients, the introduction of fractional 
exponents to treat the general case is classical. In fact, a solution uE with 
initial data ei”” can be found directly in the form 
q(t, x) = ei(E~s+dw. (6) 
The exponent p is determined by substituting uE into the differential 
equation: 
The roots of such a polynomial equation, in two variables p, p, admit 
a Puiseux expansion as p + 00 : 
CL([) = c ci(w) p07’ + ,f d”(w) p-“‘“. 
Replacing /* in (6) by this expansion, we have an expression very like 
our assumed form (3). In fact, as far as the positive exponents oi are 
concerned, the two forms coincide if we identify 
10 = w . x + cO(w)t = w . x + A(w) 
P = cj(w)t, j = I,..., S. (9) 
In the form (3), the nonpositive exponents were removed from the 
k exponential; if exp(it C d p- klp is expanded as a power series, the result ) 
coincides with C vkppklp. (W e f ound the recursion for the vk to be simpler 
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than that for the S.) The essential point, however, is that we are really 
constructing in (3) a Puiseux series; when the coefficients in the differential 
equation depend on (t, x), so do those in our Puiseux expansion, and they 
are then determined by differential rather than algebraic equations. 
It might be useful to consider a simple example in two independent 
variables, with a double real characteristic root (at h = 0) and constant 
coefficients: 
(II,2 - a& - /m,)u = 0. (10) 
The coefficient p( 5) in the exponential solution (6) is then determined by 
p2 - ap - /3/L = 0. (11) 
The two roots have Puiseux expansions 
p = f&2pl/2 + @ f ~2a-l12p-l~2/8 + . . . , if ff#O; 
CL=8 and P = 0, if ar=O. 
(12) 
Thus fractional exponents disappear-the equation is correct-if and 
only if LY = 0, that is, if and only if the x-derivative is absent. This is 
corroborated by Condition (H), in which m - N = 0 and cp is an 
arbitrary function of x alone; (5) is violated, whenever D, appears in P. 
To examine this incorrectness more closely, we consider the initial data 
~(0, x) = s h(p) eipz dp, Qu(O, x) = s iv(p) h(p) eiDx dp. (12) 
With constant coefficients in (lo), superposition gives the formal solution 
u(t, x) = 
I 
h(p) ei(oz+u(D)t) dp. (13) 
The choice h = exp(--( p 11j3), however, leaves the data (12) infinitely 
differentiable but destroys the solution (13); the integrand becomes2 
1 heiclm+rrt) 1 3 cecd/b with c > 0 for t > 0. (14) 
s Note the exceptional case when (Y is real and negative, so that the leading coefficient 
+oL~/~ in p is imaginary. In this case incorrectness emerges only as p --f - co, or more 
properly as p + + CO along the ray through the unit vector w = (- 1). Even iti the 
general case, we have to choose the right one of the two roots ~1 in order to establish (14) 
for t > 0; the other root leads to incorrectness for t < 0. 
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To repeat, the essential point of this paper is that a similar construction 
would be possible even if 01 and /3 depended on t and x; in the example (10) 
correctness would actually require 01 = 0. We shall see that it is only 
the positive exponents uj that are difficult to determine; the computation 
of the rest is comparatively mechanical. We are uncertain whether even 
in the classical Puiseux theory this was recognized, that if ui > 0 then p 
is determined-the recursion has “settled down”-once all the positive 
exponents have been found. 
Now we summarize what is already known about the subject of this 
paper-necessary conditions for correctness-given that the characteristics 
are real and of constant multiplicity. Anneli Lax has observed in [2] that, 
with constant coeficients (as in the example), fractional exponents are 
tantamout to incorrectness, and this is identified with the violation of 
Levi’s condition (62). Although she has admitted only two independent 
variables, the case 71 > 1 follows when we look along each ray 5 = pw 
(see [7]). Necessary conditions with variable coeficients-identical 
to the sufficient conditions-were established independently, and in 
different ways, by Mizohata and Ohya [4] and by Strang [7]. In both 
papers, there was a restriction on the multiplicities of the characteristics; 
the argument sketched in [4] permitted double roots, while that in [7] 
-which introduced the expansion (3) in fractional powers-extended 
as far as triple characteristics. Our present technique fulfiills the daring 
prophecy in [7] that asymptotic solutions could be constructed regardless 
of multiplicity, and seems to yield the most natural proof of necessary 
conditions for correctness. 
We have not yet attempted a general treatment of characteristics of 
variable multiplicity, but we do want at least to correct an error in [7]. 
There we discussed the example 
Utt - XUtr - cu, = f, Re c # 0, (15) 
for which the characteristic Eq. (2) has a double root only at x = 0. 
Away from this double characteristic, the formal solution (3) involves 
only integer exponents, and can be put in the form 
u, = exp i 
t 
px + ictjx + f  ljp-j . 
1 1 
The singularity at x = 0 makes it impossible to test the a priori 
inequality (63) around the origin. As H. Kumano-go very gently pointed 
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out in [8], our attempt to modify up was a failure. A much better plan is 
to test the inequality only on one side of the origin, for x 2 E, and let 
E+Oasp+oo,sayE=p- lj4. Then the constant in the inequality (63) 
is forced to grow like exp const/c as E + 0, and incorrectness follows. 
This device resolves a large class of problems in two independent 
variables.3 
In the general case n > 1, with constant coefficients but variable 
multiplicities, one has the necessary and sufficient condition of 
Petrowsky-Garding, that the roots p in (6-7) satisfy / Im p(t)1 < const, 
and the equivalent criterion due to Svensson [9] and Hormander [lo] 
that the operator P be weaker than its principal part P, . 
If the multiplicities are constant, the connection between Condition 
(H) and the domination relation of Hormander is easy to understand. 
Namely, if (5) is violated, then 
cannot be true since the left side grows more rapidly than the right side 
which is exactly of order O(p+N). This means that Pm is not stronger 
than P. 
With coefficients and multiplicities both variable and n arbitrary, 
very little is known. Therefore, we are emboldened to extend Hormander’s 
conjecture to the case in which only Pm is required to have constant 
coefficients: we believe that still correctness holds if, and only ;f, P is 
weaker than Pm . With variable coefficients in Pm , this conjecture fails; 
the dominant part of P is no longer Pm , but an operator of the form 
It is likely that the substitution of n, for Pm makes our conjecture 
correct if the multiplicities do not change.4 If they do, however, nm 
as written is not well defined, and we are unwilling to speculate further. 
s For sufficient conditions for correctness in the case of variable multiplicity, we refer 
to the recent paper by 0. A. Oleinik, Comm. Pure Appl. IMath. 23 (1970), and the references 
cited therein. 
4 In a recent paper S. Matsuura [12] h as shown that every operator of the kind we 
consider in this paper may be written as a product of strictly hyperbolic operators plus 
lower order terms. This may make possible a simple description of the admissible lower 
order part in terms of the principal factors. We thank P. Lax for bringing Matsuura’s 
work to our attention. 
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2. PUISEUX SERIES WITH n = 1 
The basic technical problems in the construction of the series (3) are 
already encountered in a relatively simple case: An operator P in one 
space variable with h = 0 as its sole characteristic root. Although 
the example (10) was of exactly this form, with multiplicity m = 2, that 
case is too special; m must be left arbitrary to illustrate fully the Puiseux 
construction. Thus we consider the variable coefficient operator 
P = P(.z; D) = Dtm - .+g, 44 DtrDczS, (16) 
where x = (t, X) and D = (Dl, D,) = (--it?/& -ia/&). 
The characteristics are parallel to the time axis, and the equation 
v’l = 0 is satisfied b y an arbitrary function y(x). Therefore, condition (H) 
reduces to 
P(ji+y = O(1) as p-+co. 
This means that P contains no x-derivatives; if they are absent from 
the principal part, they are not allowed in the lower order terms either. 
In short, we expect hyperbolicity if and only if 
44 5% 0, whenever s > 0. (17) 
Since we intend to establish the necessity of this condition for correctness, 
we assume that (17) is violated and look for a formal solution (3) involving 
fractional exponents. (In the correct case, with (17) satisfied, our 
construction yields the usual expansion in integer powers of geometrical 
optics.) Translating the origin, if necessary, we start with a neighborhood 
G, of z = 0 in which (17) is violated, and every a, is either nonvanishing 
or identically zero. 
For clarity, we begin by describing the important features of the 
Puiseux construction in the case of constant coefficients; although 
altered, these features will still be recognizable when the coefficients vary. 
In one space dimension we can identify f with p, although as in footnote 
(2) we may have to send p toward -co, or take w = (- 1), to prove 
incorrectness. Following (6-7), we look for exponential solutions 
pu = p(+“+ut)) = 0, 
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and conclude that p(p) must satisfy 
Substituting into (18) the anticipated solution 
p = C cjp,i + 2 dkp-kJ”, 
0 
we have 
(clpul + a-.)” = C ars(clpul + ***)‘p”. 
r+s<m 
(19) 
Notice that ur < 1; otherwise the exponent mu1 on the left would domi- 
nate every yul + s on the right. This is why we neglected to include 
the leading exponent a,, = 1; its coefficient c,, is zero, whenever the 
characteristics have been made parallel to the time axis. In the general 
case, c0 = A, as in (9). 
The possible choices of ui are determined by the so-called Newton 
polygon, formed by the graphs of the exponent functions c(u) = ru + s. 
(We include the pair (r, s) = (m, 0), but exclude all pairs for which 
a rs = 0.) The points of interest-the acceptable or-are those abscissas 
a at which two or more of these straight lines intersect and all other lines 
pass below the intersection point. In other words, 
(20) 
should be attained by at least two pairs (r, s). With this choice of u1 , 
~~1 becomes the leading exponent in (20), and its coefficient @r is a 
polynomial in cr with at least two terms. Thus ci is determined as a 
nonzero root of @r . 
Pursuing this construction, one generates Puiseux expansions for all m 
roots pi of (18). Although all these roots would be needed to construct 
solutions for arbitrary Cauchy data, for our proof of incorrectness we 
need only one-as long as the expansion of that root begins with a 
positive exponent ur . (If the pairs with arS # 0 were (3, 0), (1, l), and 
(0, 0), then the admissible choice a1 = -1 would be of no help in 
demonstrating incorrectness.) To be certain that ur > 0, we require that 
the pair (m, 0) be one of those at which the maximum Mr is attained in 
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(20). In fact we take as or the largest abscissa at which this steepest 
line 6 = mu intersects the others, namely, 
S 
u1 = max-----. 
a,,+0 m - r (21) 
Since condition (N) was assumed violated, so that arS # 0 for at least 
one pair with s > 0, this gives o1 > 0. Denoting by L the set of pairs 
(r, s) at which (21) is attained, i.e., the leading pairs, we have 
Ml = mu1 = rul + s, for (r, s) EL. (22) 
The coefficient of p Ml in (19) is a polynomial @i(cl) of degree exactly 
m; we select a nonzero root. Now we substitute p = clpOl + c2p0z into 
(18); the next exponent ua is determined in the same way by the inter- 
section of straight lines E(O), i.e., as a vertex of the Newton polygon 
formed by the exponents which appear at this second stage. (The 
existence of such a ua < C+ has to be proved.) The degree of the poly- 
nomial @a(c2) which multiplies the highest power ~~2 coincides with 
the order of cl as a root of @,-just as the degree m of @i coincided with 
the order of co = h = 0 as the root of the principal part P, = Do. 
Thus, when cl is a simple root, @s is linear, its only root c2 is simple, 
and so on. On the other hand, should cl have multiplicity g, > 1, then, 
so to speak, this multiplicity remains in the problem, to be removed at 
a later stage (or, perhaps, never). 
We return to the variable coefficient operator (16), and begin the 
construction of U, in that special but decisive case. It will be useful to 
admit a more general initial function than exp(ipx), say 
@I 4 = 4-4 exp(+&)>. (23) 
We admit that during the construction of the series, technical difficulties 
may arise to prevent Eq. (23) from being satisfied; at most we shall be 
able to obtain 
(24) 
which is still suitable for the incorrectness proof. 
The coefficients P and vk will depend on the choice of the smooth 
phase function v, and the vk will depend also on the amplitude a(x). 
We require that vr be nonzero in the domain Go . 
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Substituting the expression (3) for u, into (16), we find for the leading 
power pm the coefficient 
cDO(lO) = (pp. 
The condition that @,, = 0, the so-called eikonal equation, yields in 
this case simply 
1: = 0, or Pyt, x) = q(x). 
To find the second term Z1pul, we look at the next terms in Pu, : 
(25) 
The formula (21) f or u1 still applies, and If1 is again determined as a solu- 
tion of the polynomial equation 
This equation, in which z appears as a parameter, has a smooth non- 
vanishing root 
l,l(z) = c(z) (27) 
of uniform multiplicity g, for z in some neighborhood G, C Go (See 
Appendix, Lemma 2). For the incorrectness proof we need also to know 
that 
Im Z>(z) < 0; for t > 0, z E G1. (28) 
If (26) has no such root, then, as in footnote (2), we take w = (- l), i.e., 
we replace p by -p. 
There is one other technical problem; the origin may not lie in Gr . 
In that case, we translate to coordinates t’ = t - t, , x’ = x - x1 , 
where (tl , x1) E G, and t, > 0, and we replace the initial condition (24) 
by the new one 
u,(t’ = 0, x’) = a(x’ + x1) ei’c(s’+rl). 
Dropping primes on the new coordinates, we continue with x = 0 E G1 . 
This process of shrinking and translating will, with successive steps of 
the construction, produce regions G, C G8-, C **. C Go, with the formal 
expansion u0 ultimately defined in G, . 
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Solving 1,l = c, with zero initial condition, we have 
zyt, x) = Jb C(T, x) A. (29) 
It follows from (28) that within G, 
sup Im P(T, zc) > sup Im P(7), X) if 0 < P < 7’, (30) 
s x 
the left side vanishing if T = 0. This allows Ii to carry the burden of 
the incorrectness proof. 
The remaining coefficients lj and vk, as well as the positive exponents 
uj , are to be constructed recursively. Let us suppose that P,..., Zr-l and 
01 ,“‘, UT-1 have been found. Then the problem is to choose or in such 
a manner that 1’ can be determined by the vanishing of the coefficient 
@,. of the leading power p”r in Pu, . For convenience, we introduce 
the notation 
Our construction will depend on the following induction hypothesis: 
For an arbitrary smooth function w(x), 
P{ukbl exp(iwpuk)} = pMk[Qk(z, wt) + 0(1)]{24”-’ exp(iwpuk)}, c31k) 
where Qk is a polynomial of degree g,-, in w1 , its coefficients depending 
on the parameter z. The function 1,” is assumed to be a root of di, of 
uniform multiplicity g, , i.e., for z in some domain G, c GkP1 
Finally, it is assumed that 
(32k) 
and the leading exponents M are related to the orders g and exponents u 
by 
Mk = Mk-1 - gk-da,-, - ak>. (33,) 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose this induction hypothesis holds for each k < r. 
Then it is possible to choose 5, satisfying 0 < 5r < oTF1 , such that the 
leading exponent M, in the expansion of (31,) satisfies (33,), and, further- 
more, 
(A) if 5, > 0, then @, is a polynomial of degree g,-, in wt and 1: 
can be determined in an eighborhood G, C G,-, as a uniform gr-fold root of 
@r(z, I[) = 0. Together with the initial condition P(0, x) = 0, this deter- 
mines P, and the induction hypothesis holds at the step k = r. 
(B) if a, = 0, then th e p revious exponent orml was the last of the 
ai , i.e., r - 1 = s in (3). The coeficient of p”r in (31,) changes form to 
i 
ar--l 
Dp, = c B,(Z) D,i eiw 
0 
where the leading coeficient BBI-, coincides with A,-, , and is, therefore, 
nonvanishing in G,-, = G, . Now v” (which takes the place of eiw) can be 
determined from 
2 R,(z) D&O = 0 
vyo, x) = a(x), ;&yo, x) = 0, for O<j<g,. (35) 
[Here a is the amplitude in the initial condition (24); if g, > 1, then the 
last conditions are somewhat arbitrary, reflecting a multiplicity g, which 
remains unresolved at this stage. We point out again that at each of 
the r - 1 preceding steps, the origin may have been translated in the 
positive t-direction]. 
Proof. Our task is to examine the left side of (31,), namely, 
F(w, u) = P{z@ exp(iwp”)}, 
and to show that with a suitable choice u = ar, the conclusions of the 
theorem follow. For this, we apply the Leibnitz formula 
F = T f Dv(exp iwp”) P(v)u*-l. 
We recall that the differential operator P) is defined by the polynomial 
P(“‘(51 , S,) = D;:D;$‘(& , &I, ” = (Vl 9 va 1. 
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The exponents of p in (36), i.e., those whose coefficients are not zero 
identically in w, have the form E = E(U) = uu + 0, where for some v, 
au is an exponent in D(exp iwpa) and 0 an exponent in P(y) uT-I. The 
largest value of a is obviously j v I: 
D”(exp key”) = [(wJ1 (w,)Ya p’V’O + *..I exp(iwp”). (37) 
There can be no cancellation in (36) of terms arising from different v, 
since the parts involving w must differ. 
Note that for the special value u = or-r , F coincides with the left side 
of (31,-i), if in that expression we replace w by w + P-l. Therefore, 
the induction hypothesis ensures that at u = a,-, , all the exponents E(U) 
arising in F satisfy 
Since we are free to have a = Iv I, as in (37), this bounds the exponents 
6’ in P(v) ur-l by 
e < MT-, - / v / u~-~ = O,, say. (39) 
In the Appendix, we compute the coefficient XV of pev in P(*) ur--l : 
first apply Corollary A.5 with 8 = h!fr-, , k = r - 1, t.qc = (1, 0), 
wk = w, c, = v1 and all other ci = 0, and then apply it again with 
e = M,-, - vl”,-l, t+ = (0, I), ck = v2 , and the other ci = 0. We obtain 
X” = v1!v2 (+&-Y g-y @r-l(X, 2% = IF-l). (40) 
By the induction hypothesis (32,-i) on @r-r , this vanishes unless 
v-2 = 0, VI 2 g,-1 ; thus the exponent E = 1 v 1 u + 8, can appear in F 
only under these conditions. Furthermore, if v = (gr-I , 0), then XV is 
a multiple of A,-,(x) # 0, so the corresponding exponent will appear; 
the one term that can be guaranteed to arise in F is 
const(wt)B’ml A r-l(z) pET{zF1 exp(iwp”)}, (41) 
where 
W) = g,-10 + t7-1 = M,-, -g,-l(u,-l - 0). 
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Now we are ready to determine or. We choose a, to be the largest 
element of the set 
S = (0) U {u; u < a,-, , e(u) = E,(u) for some 
exponent E in F other than Er}. 
It remains to prove that (33,), and the conclusions (A) and (B) of the 
theorem, follow from the cases u, > 0 and cr, = 0, respectively. We start 
with 
(A) if or > 0, so that some exponent E(U) intersects E, at the point 
or -=I UT-l, we have to show that no other exponent E’(U) in F passes above 
this intersection. Suppose on the contrary that 
~‘(4 > E&d (42) 
We recall from (38) that E’, as all the other exponents, satisfies 
E’(W) < MT-, = E&4. (43) 
If inequality held in (43), the graphs of E’ and E, would intersect at 
a point between ur and a,-, , contradicting the definition of or as the 
maximum element of S. 
On the other hand, we have seen that equality in (43) implies that for 
some v, E’ = 1 v 1 u + 8,) and that such an exponent appears only if 
1 v 1 > g,-, . But this makes the graph of E’ at least as steep as that of 
E,, , contradicting the inequality (42) at the point or to the left of a,-, . 
We conclude that if the maximal element ur of S is positive, then the 
largest exponent in F(w, u,) is indeed the proper one: 
Furthermore, there can be no contribution to the coefficient @, of p”f 
from terms in (36) with 1 v 1 > g,.-, ; such v give rise to exponents 
E’ = 1 v 1 u + 8 which, if they attained the value M, at u = or, would 
rise so steeply as to contradict (43). It follows that the value M, can be 
attained at u,. only by exponents 1 v 1 u + 8, with 1 v I <g,.-, ; in other 
words, the coefficient @r of p Mr is a polynomial of degree g,-, in wul and 
w, . To complete case (A), we have still to show that @r is a polynomial 
in w, alone. We postpone this step until the discussion of case (B) 
reaches the same stage. 
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(B) if a,. = 0, then with this value for u in (36), powers of p will 
arise in the expansion of F only from the terms P) ur-l. As before, 
the one term guaranteed to appear comes from v = (gr-i , 0), and takes 
the form 
const Dp-l(exp izu) AT-,(z) p”~-l-gr~lur-l~T-l . (45) 
We now show that the exponent of p above, 
M T-1 -gr-1or-1 9 (46) 
cannot be exceeded by any exponent 0 arising in one of the terms 
p(v) ur-1 
If 1 v / > g,-, , then 6’ cannot even attain the value (46), since other- 
wise the corresponding exponent function E = j v / 0 + f3 in F would 
violate (38). If 1 v 1 = g,.-, , then we know from (39) that B < 0,. If 
I v I -==I gr-17 and 0 exceeded Mrp1 - g,-ia,.-, , then the exponents 
E = I v I u + 8 and E, would intersect at a point u in the open interval 
(0, a,-,), and 0 could not have been the maximum of S. Therefore, 
if a,, = 0, the maximum exponent in F(w, 0) is indeed 
n/r, = MT-1 - g,-,(0,-l - UT). 
Again, only those terms corresponding to / v 1 <g,-, can possibly 
contribute to CD,, and, were we assured of the absence of x-derivatives 
of w, we would have obtained the required expression (34). [Note that 
in case (B), we did not insist that at least two distinct terms give rise 
to the maximal exponent p Mr; this intersection of exponents was necessary 
to determine the P, but was not necessary for ~“1. 
It remains to prove that CD+. involves only t-derivatives of w, so that P 
is found by integration along characteristics, in this case along the lines 
x = constant. (This is a familiar property, preserved under trans- 
formation of variables, of the “transport equations” for vk in the strictly 
hyperbolic case). We suppose to the contrary that for some v’ = (vr’, vs’), 
vs’ # 0, (36) includes a term 
(w,p’ (w,)y2’ D(z) p’““o~+e’ur-l exp izupar (47) 
in which the maximal exponent is attained: 
1 v’ 1 u,. + 0’ = M, . (48) 
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Here, D(x) pe’zP1 is contributed by P’U-I; we are to show that D must 
vanish in G,-, . 
Consider a typical expression P w ~?--l, that is, a differential operator 
T-1 applied to the exponential ur-l = exp ix,, Zjpo~. The result of this 
operation can be written as a sum of terms of the form 
Q(lto, l,‘, 1,” ,..., lt’ ,...... l;-1 ,...) ,oeQuP-‘, 
where Q is a polynomial in the derivatives D+, 1 p 1 > 1, and is homo- 
geneous of degree f3o in the following sense: 
Q(2~Zt“, &‘lz~,.. . , a-l;-l,.. .) = a’QQ(l; ,... ). WY 
Euler’s Theorem, established by differentiating (49) with respect to LY 
and setting 01 = 1, yields the identity 
Let us look more closely at the particular choice Y = (vl’, v2’ - 1) and 
the form Q homogeneous of degree 8, = 8’ + 1. Should such a term 
arise in (36), it would accompany the exponent 
which is impossible. Therefore, when we substitute the values 
P(z),..., P-l(s) determined earlier in the constructions, this form Q must 
vanish: 
Q(Zt(z), Z,“(z) ,...) = 0 in G,-, . (51) 
Now we consider the left side of (50), applying the results established in 
the Appendix on the structure of the forms Q. According to Corollary A.5, 
the form of homogeneity fIo - ai = O,,i in the expansion of P(v+u) u’-~ 
is exactly 
Qpj2% 
a(Dq 
Therefore, it will appear in (36) with exponent 
(52) 
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If j > 0, so that aj < 1, this exponent exceeds M, ; consequently, 
we must have, as in (51), 
for j > 0. (53) 
There remain in (50) only those terms for which j = 0. In fact, since 
10 = g)(x) is independent of t, we are left only with p of the form (0, ps). 
We may suppose that the original exponent us’ was the largest power 
of w, to appear in @r . Since a power (wJ vz+uz would accompany the expres- 
sion pCV+UU, ~7-1 in (36), its coefficient Qllj must vanish whenever 
11.2 + p-2 > va’, that is, whenever pa > 1. This leaves in (50) only the 
single term j = 0, p = (0, 1): 
in GTel . 
Finally, we recall that CJJ~ is nonvanishing, and we recognize aQ/al,O 
as identical with our original D(Z); it arises from the operator P’), and 
its degree of homogeneity is 8, - a0 = 6’. Therefore D vanishes, as 
was to be shown. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. 
As claimed in the introduction, the determination of the coefficients 
uk is very much simpler: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose we have reached case (B) of the previous 
theorem and constructed v”. Then the remaining coefficients vk, k 3 1, are 
determined by linear equations of the form 
$k(~, v”) = 5 B,(Z) D,W + C,(Z) = 0, 
0 
with zero initial conditions. Here the Bj are the coeficients in (35), and ck 
depends on lo,. . ., I”, v”,. . ., vk--l. 
Proof. Again we introduce an induction hypothesis. For an arbitrary 
smooth y(x), 
k-l 
c v$e + yp = pN~[~&, y) + o(l)] us, (5% 
j=O 
where ljlk is given in (55) and 
Nk = M,+I - k/p = M, - g,o, - k/p. (57) 
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According to case (B), this hypothesis holds for k = 0, with C, = 0 
and the sum in (56)0 taken conventionally as zero. 
Assume that the hypothesis holds for k - 1, and that +-l is deter- 
mined from &-i(z, 7+--l) = 0. This means that 
P jub 7 dp-~‘“l = pN”-‘[#k&, d--l) + C,(s) p-l” + ***I 11s (58) 
= pN”[C&) + o(l)] us. 
Here we use the fact that all exponents of p have the common denom- 
inator p; C, is simply whatever the coefficient of the next lower 
exponent Nk = Nk-i - l/p happens to be. 
The difference between (56), and (58) is 
P{uSyp-k/p} = p-klpp(&~}, 
if we formally introduce e iw for y. According to case (B), this is identical 
with 
P -k’~p)pMs+l[@s+l(~, w) + o(l)] eiwus = pNk [c B,(z) NY + o(l)] us. (59) 
Adding the expressions (58) and (59), we see that the induction hypothe- 
sis holds for K, and the proof is complete. 
It still must be shown that case (B) is the inevitable successor of case 
(A); if this were not so-if, for instance, the aj were to form a sequence 
decreasing to O-then the incorrectness proof would fail. 
THEOREM 3. For some (jinite) value of s, us = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that crj > 0 for all j. Since the multiplicities gj are 
nonincreasing with j, we will have, for some Y, 
gr-1 = *‘* = gr+k > all k > 0. 
From g,-, = g, follows that there is a function R(z) such that 
p”qz, wt) = C(Z)[Wt - Rye- PM’ 
607/6/3-8 
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the bracketed terms arise from the factors D,j exp izup”r and P(j,O) zP, 
respectively, in (36). This expression is important only because it reveals 
that 
4 +juT = w , j = O,..., g,-l , 
so that, in particular, 
ur = 8, - e, . (60) 
Again, let p be the least common denominator (1.c.d.) of o. ,..., a,_, . 
Because B. and 19~ are linear combinations of these exponents, it follows 
from (60) that p is also the 1.c.d. of CJ~ ,..., U, . 
This same argument, applied successively to a,,, ,..., shows that 
uT+k = !?kiP > 0 
for all k. On the other hand, the qk are, by construction, strictly 
decreasing. Therefore, some uj must become zero, and the theorem 
is proved. 
We have succeeded in constructing a formal solution for operators 
of the special form (16). With minor modifications, the same method will 
produce an asymptotic series for the general operator. To give the 
problem a more familiar appearance, we chose an N-fold root h and 
a function # characteristic with respect to h, and perform the change of 
coordinates 
x’ = w, 4, 
t’ = t. 
This puts the operator into the form (dropping the primes) 
P(z,D) = c a,,(z) DtTDzS, 
with ars = 0 when r + s = m and s > m - N, so that zero is an 
N-fold characteristic root of (61). It is easy to see that criterion (H) now 
requires 
a 9.8 z 0 when s > m - N, for all r, s. (62) 
This is the original Levi-Lax condition of [2, 71. 
If (62) is violated (at the origin, say), we put 
u1 = max s - (m - N) 
%+o N-r * 
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Upon substitution of exp i(v(x) p + wp”l) into Pu = 0, we obtain for 
the leading term 
where Ml = m - N + No, . 
From this point on, the construction proceeds exactly as before, since 
the particular form (16) of P did not enter the previous arguments once 
the quantities u1 , l1 and a1 had been determined. 
3. THE INCORRECTNESS PROOF 
Before proceeding with the case of several space variables, we interject 
the incorrectness proof. Since variants of this argument abound in 
the literature [5, 71, we will not need to dwell on the details. 
As P. Lax [5] has pointed out, if the Cauchy problem (1) is to possess 
a unique solution in a neighborhood G of the origin for arbitrary data 
fE Corn(G), gj E Co"(D), where D = (t = 0} n G, then an a priori 
inequality must be satisfied by the solutions U: 
There exists an integer q and a constant C > 0, such that 
(63) 
for all f and gi . 
[The q-norm is just the supremum of the derivatives of order < q]. 
We now show that if condition (H) is violated, then (63) cannot be 
satisfied with any choice of q, C and G. Thus, assume q and C to be 
fixed, and take G so small that the constructions of Section 2 can be 
carried out. Finally, suppose the origin to have been translated as 
required in the preceding paragraph. 
Let K > 0, and denote by u,” the partial expansion of (3), 
If we set Pup” ZE fK , then by Theorem 2, 
fk = qpNK) up8. (6411 
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A similar estimate holds for the derivatives of fK : 
IlfK IL7.G = %JQ+NK) II u,s llo,c ; (64)2 
we take K so large that q + NK < 0. 
Next, we estimate the Cauchy data of uf : 
II m%K(o> 4lQ.D = WY explsy(--lm W4 4) P + o(p”% (65) 
where n depends only on the fixed quantities m, q, and K. 
Finally, for the supremum of u,” itself we have 
II %” l/&G = exp{s;p( -1m P(z)) pOl + o(pul)}. (66) 
In view of inequality (30), the growth of (64), and (65) is exceeded 
by (66) as p -+ co, so that the a priori inequality (63) is violated. 
4. THE PUISEUX SERIES FOR n > 1 
The proliferation of space variables introduces no real changes in 
the recurrence pattern, but complications do arise because the lj now 
obey (nonlinear) partial differential equations. To begin, we transform 
the operator P as in Section 2. With the aid of a function Z/(Z), charac- 
teristic for the N-fold root A, we perform the change of coordinates 
x = 9q-4, 
Yi = xi , i 3 2, 
t’ = t. 
In the new coordinate system, P has the form 
qx; D) = c arsa(4 Dtr&s4n, ~+s+lsl~na 
(Q = (Qz ,***> %A and condition (N) will be violated unless 
a = 0, TSP - whenever s > m - N. (67) 
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Assuming again that (67) is violated at the origin, we put u,, = 1, 
Z” = y(x), and 
s - (m - Iv) 
“‘=a:% N-((r+IqI)’ (68) 
The leading term in the expansion of Pul = P exp ibv(x) + wp”l] has 
the form 
where n/r, = m - N + Na, ; as before, (r, s, 4) EL if the maximum is 
attained in (68). It can be shown [ll] that the first sum in (69) reduces 
to an ordinary differential operator of the N-th order along the bicharac- 
teristics in the surfaces Y = const, so that for a correct equation, i.e., 
one satisfying (67) and lacking the lower-order terms in (69), the 
coefficients lj would be determined-in a familiar manner-according 
to certain transport equations along the rays. The presence of the second 
sum in (69), however, turns @, = 0 into a nonlinear equation of first 
order, which can be solved in general only by appeal to the Cauchy- 
Kowalewsky theorem, and then only under the supplementary assump- 
tion that the coejicients of P are maZytic. In a moment, we shall dispense 
with this condition, but we describe first the construction of the 
asymptotic series for the analytic equation. 
In order to find P, we proceed as follows. Suppose that U = G x N 
is an open set containing the point (z, 7) = (0, r/z ,..., rln); by Lemma A.2, 
there is an open set U’ C U in which a root of uniform multiplicity g, 
of @,(z, 7,~) = 0 is defined: 
7 = F(z, 7). 
(F is analytic in its arguments). We may assume that Im F < 0 in u’; 
as in Section 2, this can ultimately be achieved by replacing p with -p. 
Taking as initial value an arbitrary analytic (e.g., a linear) function h(y) 
with the property that (z, grad, h) E U’, we can now solve the equation 
lt’ = F(z, 1;). (70) 
Finally, by the addition of a constant to the solution of (70), one can 
always achieve that 
ImP<O in u’. 
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Once I1 is determined, the recursion proceeds according to the pattern 
laid down in Section 2. For instance, as long as uV > 0, @r will have 
the form 
@&, Wt , w,) = c Xy’(x) w;0w;, (71) 
vg+jP’l<91--1 
where v = (v,, , va ,..., v,J = (v,, , v’), and 
0 f xr(g,-,>Ll...., 0)= & 
g v-1 
i 1 @T-1(x, z;--’ , z;--1). t 
(72) 
Equations (55), modified to take into account the presence of the 
y-variables, again determine the coefficients vk. The details of the argu- 
ments may safely be left to the interested reader. 
If the coefficients of P are smooth but not analytic, the method just 
outlined fails at the first step: Eq. (70) cannot in general, be solved. 
P. Lax observed, however, that an approximate solution, by a formal 
Taylor series expansion in t up to a quantity of order O(tr), is sufficient. 
Pursuing this idea, we employ instead of Ii, a function 1’~~ for which 
while 
z;J = F(x, I:*‘) + O(f), 
Pul = P exp i[~(x) p + Z1’rp”l] 
= p”‘{@(x, fy, zy, + o(l)} U1 
= pw,r’ YI(4 PM’ + o(l)} ul, 
where Yr = 0( 1) as t -+ 0. 
(73) 
It is possible to repeat the construction of Section 2 in this new setting. 
Again we omit the details; the interested reader may verify (perhaps 
using [5] as a guide) that one can achieve a complete similarity with the 
previous constructions by treating all terms of order tr or less as irrele- 
vant, and then applying the arguments already developed. Thus, for 
example, Ei*’ . IS an approximate g,-fold root of @, = 0 insofar as 
-c @J&z, zy, zy, = O(f), 
a(wtY 
j = o,..., g, - 1 
= O(l), j=g,; 
while the leading power ,+I in (79) vanishes, but only up to a term of 
order O(Y). When we turn to the incorrectness proof (Section 3) we find 
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that the domination of llf’ llp,G by !) uPK ll,,o is no longer assured, since 
(64), is now replaced by 
and (64), by 
But if t itself is related to p, say by t = p-l, and the region G is replaced 
by G, E G n {t < p-l}, then the proper choice of r, K and p will still 
assure the majorization of (74) by 11 uPK (IO,c . It is of crucial importance 
that the value of r required for this purpose depends only on q and Ml , 
for one can then select r without any prior knowledge of the precise 
step s at which the exponent u becomes negative. In other words, the 
coefficients V, jk and the exponents ui may depend on the order of the 
approximation, but this dependence is irrelevant for the incorrectness 
proof. 
5. SUFFICIENCY OF CONDITION (H) 
We shall now connect our correctness criterion (H) with the condition 
proposed by Mizohata and Ohya [4]. As noted in the introduction, 
although only the equation with double characteristic roots was dealt 
with in their paper, the generalization of their condition, and of the proof 
of its sufficiency for correctness, is straightforward. We do not know 
whether the same may be said of their necessity proof. 
The essential ideas will be clear enough if we restrict ourselves to 
the special case for which their argument was presented. The following 
brief resume of their criterion should certainly be supplemented by 
reference to the original work. 
Assuming a factorization 
of the principal polvnomial (5 = (T, Q), we introduce the pseudo- 
differential operators 
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and the “modified principal part” 
II, = amps --- a@, **a 8,). 
Then, an operator I&,-, is defined so that 
Gt + G-1 = Pm + Pm-1 + Qm-2 , 
where PmWl contains the terms of order m - 1 in P, and Sm.-a is of order 
m - 2. IIn%-, may be represented as a linear combination of the following 
basis for n-1st order operators: 
A,, = 1, A, = a, , . . . . A, = a, -.. a,, 
A s+1 = &(a, -.- a,), . . . . A,-, = am+-l --. a,(a, .a. a,), 
viz., 
m-1 
where the symbols C,-j+r(z; 5) are homogeneous 
m - j - 1. The Mizohata-Ohya condition is 
c +-j(z; E) = 0 for j = O,..., s - 1. 
in E of order 
(MO) 
THEOREM 4. An operator P satisjies (H) if, and only if, it satisjies 
(MO)- 
One can obtain the implication (MO) 3 (H) by noting that (MO) 
implies correctness (as in [4]) and that correctness implies (H) (Section 3). 
A direct proof, while obviously more appealing, has so far eluded us. 
To prove the converse implication, we will compare the two conditions 
in a particularly suitable coordinate system. 
LEMMA 1. Let d(z) b e c aracteristic for the root h*(z; 5) of multiplicity h 
N of P,(x; C), and suppose that D&(z) # 0. Under the change of variables 
Xl’ = 5447 
, xj = xj , j 3 2, (75) 
t’ = t, 
an operator P satisfying (H) will transform into an operator 
P’ = P’(z’; 0’) = c a,‘(d) 0111, 
lul<m 
in which aor’ = 0 if 01~ > m - N. 
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LEMMA 2. (MO) is invariant under the change of coordinates (75). 
The proofs of these lemmas, requiring only some straightforward 
manipulation, are omitted. 
LEMMA 3. Subjected to the transformation (75), a characteristic root 
h(z; 5) of Pgoes over into a characteristic root X’(z’; 4’) of P’ according to 
where +* is the inverse of (75), and C& = @/axi . 
The transform A*’ of the root A* distinguished in Lemma 1 has a finite 
limit 
lim h*‘(z’; c), tI + co; m 
for any other root A’, the limit 
is jinite. 
Proof. (A) is simply an expression of the manner of transformation 
of the dual variables T, .$. (C) follows from the homogeneity of h’ as 
function of 5’. To prove (B), we write 
A*‘@‘, E’) = .$‘h*‘(z’; 1, &‘/51’,...? L’iE1’); 
because 4 is characteristic for h*, it follows from (A) that 
so that 
A*‘@‘; 1, 0 ,..., 0) = 0, 
x*v; f) = $A*‘(z’; 1, &‘/&‘,...) - A*‘@‘; 1, 0 ,...) O)}. 
The limit (B) is, therefore, a directional derivative, and is finite. 
We suppose now that, while the functions C,-r&z; 5) vanish identi- 
cally for j = O,..., j0 - 1, 
G%-,-j,(O; PO) i: 0 (76) 
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for some j,, < s; this violates (MO). Rotating coordinates, if necessary, 
we may assume that fro # 0. In order to prove that in this situation (H) 
will also be violated, we need only exhibit a characteristic function 4 for 
which the associated transformation (75) yields an operator P’ which 
does not have the property required by Lemma 1. This C$ we choose to 
be characteristic for the root A, , with initial values 
qqo, x) = x * 80. 
The transformation (75) then changes the offending symbol (76) into 
Ck-jo(~‘; f’>, h g a omo eneous function with the property 
c;-,-,,(o, x’; t;, 0 )..., 0) = 1 t; y-f0 cm-,-j,(O, x; to), (77) 
which does not vanish for x close to 0. 
Next, dj,(x; 0) will transform into an operator with principal symbol 
Thus 
L&(z’; C) = fi (7’ - /\j+Y; 5’)). (78) 
j=l 
is changed into an operator with m-1st order symbol 
c;+j,(z’; F) Lip; 5’); (7% 
near z’ = 0, by (77), (78), and Lemma 3, this grows as fast as time-l, 
surpassing the growth [im-2 permitted by Lemma 1 in Pk-l(x’; 5’). 
However, since (79) is not yet the complete symbol of Pkel , the argu- 
ment will not be finished until we show that the influence of the destruc- 
tive term (79) cannot be cancelled by the m-1st order contribution 
o~_~(H~~‘) from 17,‘. It follows from Lemma 3 that the principal symbol 
of U,‘, namely, HE;:, (T’ - Ai’(z’, 5’)) &, (T’ - Ai’(z’; 4))” has 
precisely the allowed growth O(&“-“). To estimate the growth of 
~,-,(fl~‘) we note that, quite generally, if two homogeneous symbols 
L,(z; <), i = 1, 2, have finite limits 
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then the operator L,(z; @L&z; D), with symbol 
4~ 0 = F $ Q’%(z; 5) D&k 5), 
has a finite limit 
(the primes have been temporarily omitted). 
This argument, applied successively to the factors which make up 
the principal symbols do’, di’,..., limits the growth of cr,-i(fl,‘) to 
[imP2, since a,-,(nm’) may be written as a linear combination of the basis 
functions Aj’. 
This proves Theorem 4. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we collect a number of technical lemmas which are 
needed in the main body of the paper. The results presented here are not 
standard, but their proofs are fairly straightforward, if extremely 
tedious. For this reason, we will omit several of the longer arguments. 
The first lemma was shown to us, in the version used here, by 
Mr. M. Moritz of MIT; it is a considerable improvement on a less 
general result we had employed in previous drafts. 
LEMMA A.1. Set G(y) = expf(y), y E R1. Then 
where 
and 
G’“‘(y) = $ G(Y) = G(Y) 1 (k a, I..., a~) fi (f’“‘(y))“‘, 
i=l 
fyy) = 3 dyi (Y), 
The summation is taken over all a, ,..., ak satisfying la, + -** + rka, = K. 
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COROLLARY A.l. 
(K G’“‘(y) = -& 
k!i! 
G’k+i’( y). 
Proof. We assume that i < k; the other case is treated similarly. 
In the representation (1) of G(k+i), either ai = 0 or ak+i = **a = ak+i = 0. 
Indeed, if ai > 1, and a,+j > 1 for some j > 0, then 
k+i<%+(k+j)qc+i, 
which is impossible. Hence we may write 
G(“+‘) = G c (k + i; a, ,..., uk , 0 ,..., 0) fi (f “‘)“j + terms independent offci). 
j=l 
Then 
a 
a[fy 
G(k+i) = G c (k + i; a, ,..., a, ,... 0) ai fi (fj)aj-““j. 
j=l 
The corollary now follows from the fact that la, + *.* + ka, = k + i 
if, and only if, la, + *** + i(ai - 1) + **a + Ku, = 12, and from the 
formula 
(k + i; a, ,..., a, ,..., 0) = ‘“2 (k; a, ,..., ai - l,..., uk). Q.E.D. 
. . 
More generally, there is 
COROLLARY A.2. Set G(y) = expf(y), y E R”. Then 
w DUG(~) = & D”‘+Y’G(y). 
. . 
DEFINITION. Let g(y; f) be a polynomial in E E Rn. Then 
Q'"'(Y; El = Q”Q(y; 0 
COROLLARY A.3. With G as in Corollary A.2, and Q any linear 
dzjCerentiaZ operator, 
; S’“‘(Y; D) G(Y) = &@(Y; D> G(Y)). 
The proof is an easy consequence of Corollary A.2. 
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Now we let f assume the special form 
f(Y) = i Vi(Y)PO’, 
j=O 
where the vj are arbitrary functions. Nothing that 
a my a a 
a( D9.q =~‘-----=p”~~, aptq a(y) 
we obtain from Corollary A.3: 
COROLLARY A.4. 
; Q”’ (y ; D) G(y) = p-u” &iQ(“; 4 G(Y)). 
Repeated application of Corollary A.4 results in the general result: 
COROLLARY AS. Let co ,..., ck be nonnegative integers such that 
co + **a + ck < 1 v 1, and let the multi-indices p,-, ,..., pk satisfy 
cop0 + ... + ckI*k = v* 
If Dl( f ) is the coe$cient of pe’ in the expression G(y)-lQ(y; D) G(y), then 
is the coeficient of pe in the expression G-lQ(V)(y; D)G, where 
e = 8’ - (cop0 + ... + c&J. 
The following result is used in the paper to obtain smooth solutions 
to certain nonlinear equations. Let @(z,f) = CR=0 cj(z)f be a poly- 
nomial in f, whose coefficients are smooth functions of z E G C Rn. 
Suppose that cR # 0 on G. 
LEMMA A.2. Let N C G be an open neighborhood of the point z”. 
Suppose there is given a continuous function u(x), which is a root of @ = 0 
in the set N, 
@(z, u(x)) = 0 for ZEN. Cl)0 
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Then in an open set N’ _C N, u will be a smooth function of x, and there is an 
integer g 3 1 such that 
g @(.% 44) (l)i 
vanishes on N’ if i < g - 1, and is nonzero there if i = g. 
(In other words, a function u which is a root of @ = 0 in a neighbor- 
hood of 20, will be a smooth function, and a root of uniform multiplicity 
g, on an open set N’ which can be taken to be ‘arbitrarily close’ to x0). 
Proof. If (1)r d oes not vanish identically in a neighborhood of x0, 
then there is an open set arbitrarily close to z” on which (1)i is nonzero. In 
that case, g = 1. Otherwise, we ask the same question about (1)2 ,..., 
until for some g, (l), does not vanish. The smoothness of u then follows 
from the implicit function theorem. 
COROLLARY A.6. A continuous function u satisfying (l). can always 
be found. 
Proof. Because c, # 0, the roots of the polynomial @ are continuous 
functions of its coefficients. 
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